Welcome to Asian Studies
On behalf of the University and myself, I offer my sincere welcome. Since opening in 1978, Soonchunhyang has traveled an exciting path. Soonchunhyang is a successful institution which is now one of the leading schools in Korea. Best known for our School of Medicine, we also proudly offer a wide range of majors from our seven other colleges. I believe that the success of any institution comes from a formula which combines a great faculty with great students and great facilities. I am proud and confidence that you will find all of these at Soonchunhyang University.

My efforts to continually advance Soonchunhyang University into the 21st century focus on several ambitions:

• To affirm our place as a top university in Korea by providing an outstanding, meaningful education that can be applied to the competitive working world.
• To continually enhance campus environments which are essential supplements in a solid education.
• To attract increased support by giving back to the community.
• To look towards the future and create flexible students who are able to easily adapt to the ever-changing world.

I invite you to join the many Soonchunhyang alumni by exploring and experiencing numerous life changing opportunities from the education that our institution is able to provide. Whether you are a prospective student, loving parent, community partner, or alum, you can find comfort in knowing that you are always welcome as family on our global campus.
SCH at a Glance

- Student enrollment - 13,000
- International students - 400
- Renowned Global Village program
- 4 University Hospitals throughout Korea
- Approximately 50 courses conducted in English

- Easy access to Seoul
- Quality student services
- Exciting extracurricular activities
- Festivals
- Cultural Field trips

Why Choose SCH?

**Excellent Program & Facilities**
- Well established program offered since its first launch in 2008
- Experienced and knowledgeable staff
- Wide variety of courses offered in English
- Multicultural classrooms
- On campus fitness centers & athletic fields
- Award winning library
- Suite style living arrangements
- Beautiful campus

**Outstanding Cultural Experience & Global Community**
- Unique programs setting SCH at the top of global education in Korea
- Extracurricular activities
- Enriching field trips and festivals
- Language Exchanges
- Integrated multicultural facilities
- Strong foreign community
- Life long international friendships
Soonchunhyang University was founded in 1978 and is widely acknowledged as one of the best universities in Korea. Its reputation for quality is based on excellence in teaching, research, and service to Korean society. A renowned faculty, outstanding students, and internationally recognized research programs all contribute to SCH’s academic fame. SCH offers a rich variety of courses in Medicine and Natural Sciences, as well as all professional fields including Humanities, Business Administration, and Engineering.

Originally founded as a medical college, Soonchunhyang University currently has seven colleges with over 13,000 students enrolled. In addition, the university is running four general hospitals in four major cities in Korea creating an up-to-date medical network and continues to gain a national reputation as an excellent institution of higher education.

**About Soonchunhyang University!**

**Where are we?**
- KTX – 36min
- Train – 1hour 30min
- Subway – 1hour 36min
- Shuttle Bus – 1hour 30min
Living on Campus

Campus Life

Soonchunhyang University’s campus life has a lot to offer students! Whether it is joining a club or taking advantage of the modern facilities such as utilizing the basketball and tennis courts, we offer a variety of activities here at SCH! Or you can simply hang out with friends while visiting nearby attractions and historical sites such as Everland in Seoul or The Independence Hall of Korea in Cheonan.

All in all, it is guaranteed that students will have a unique personalized experience here at SCH. The famous quote “It is what you make of it” has never been truer.
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What is Asian Studies?

"Our international campus and programs provide a unique chance to become a truly global student..."

A wide variety of courses are conducted in English each semester. These courses have been designed by experienced SCH faculty, specifically for native English speaking International students.

General Courses Categories include:
- Korean Language
- Korean Culture and Literature
- Korean Society and History
- Education
- International & Korean Business
- International & Korean Politics

International students will learn through well-designed classes and practical field activities. Recent activities have ranged from visits to well-known Korean and international organizations to live performances of traditional Korean plays.

Both in and out of the classroom, SCH is committed to providing international students with a complete 'Korean Experience'.

Global Village

Global Village is the program in which Korean students learning the English language live together with English speakers. The Global Village mixes with Asian Studies students in several areas such as: language exchanges, sports festival, field trips, and other various events. Approximately 50 English speaking students every semester have the opportunity to live and learn together with our Korean students.

- Language Exchanges
  Language Exchanges are a major aspect of the Asian Studies program. Language Exchanges are scheduled meeting times between international and Korean students. Language Exchanges last 11 weeks and start on the 3rd week of the semester. Language Exchanges are conducted with the aim to:
  - Share / Learn culture
  - Language exchange
  - Make friends

- Group Meetings
  Group meetings focus on cultural exchange outside of the classroom and apart from a 1 on 1 exchange setting. Group meetings allow cultural exchange through activity. During the semester, students will be assigned to a team. This team will participate in weekly meetings in which students will learn by working together to complete team-oriented tasks.
Global Village

Global Village is a place where everyone comes together. It is not simply a dormitory with a title; it is a vision, a mind-set, and a community. The Global Village is successful primarily because of the diverse group of first-rate students that the program consistently brings in. Aside from the enriching academic courses the school offers, the Global Village provides cultural learning through friendship. Strong life-long bonds are created by participating in various events, festivals, trips, and the everyday opportunities to form these bonds by living together.

Global Village Dormitory

The Global Village Dormitory is the best dormitory on the Soonchunhyang campus as well as one of the best dormitories in Korea. This modern facility was built in 2006 with the sole purpose of fitting the needs of the international and Korean students residing together. The dormitory is configured in "suite style" living arrangements which allows 12 students to live in one suite. Each suite has 2 bathrooms, 2 showers, and 2 sinks. There are 6 sleeping rooms that are connected by a common living room furnished with a couch. Every room is air-conditioned.

There are a number of advantages you can find while living in the Global Village such as:

- Air conditioned rooms
- High speed internet
- Shared living rooms furnished with a leather couch, and table
- Study rooms
- Cafeterias
- Cozy lounges with microwaves & refrigerators
- Laundry machines
- Fitness centers
- Billiards
- SCH Cafes
- Convenience stores
- Amazing people from around the world
Study Abroad with a Cultural Internship in Korea at Soonchunhyang University

Estimated Student Expenses based on a 15 week semester

Studying abroad is a life changing opportunity that opens doors and broadens horizons. Unfortunately studying abroad can also be very expensive. At Soonchunhyang, we feel that financial burdens should not be the factor that denies students the opportunity to study abroad. Soonchunhyang provides a cultural internship making the study abroad experience a reality. The cost of living on campus is very affordable; a breakdown of the estimated cost of living on campus is listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internship</th>
<th>Target Student</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Tuition</th>
<th>Airfare</th>
<th>Stipend</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intern as a &quot;Cultural and Language Ambassador&quot; through group meetings, language and cultural exchanges, and by living side by side with Korean students in specially designed dorms. Internship duties for group meetings and exchanges will be up to 15 hours per week.</td>
<td>English speaking University students from partner institutions who wish to learn about Korean / Asian culture and want the opportunity to share their home culture and language</td>
<td>One to three semesters</td>
<td>Full waiver</td>
<td>Reimbursed up to $800,000 KRW (approximately $710 USD)</td>
<td>Weekly living expense support of 120,000 KRW (approximately $110 USD) (11 weeks)</td>
<td>Full waiver</td>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:astudies@sch.ac.kr">astudies@sch.ac.kr</a> Website: <a href="http://sgee.sch.ac.kr/asia">http://sgee.sch.ac.kr/asia</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated Student Expenses based on a 15 week semester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition and Fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books &amp; Supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal &amp; Recreational Expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Ambassador Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airfare reimbursement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 weeks living stipend ($110/week)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Total (with scholarship)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This chart is based on $1 = $1,000 exchange rate.  
* Personal expenses may vary based on personal lifestyle.
Soonchunhyang University has really managed to bring a great amount of different cultures together in one place and has really found a good way to get everyone involved at the same time. Soonchunhyang’s exchange program is AWSOME!

Fregenet Gebrieal
(Texas A&M University, U.S.A.)

Soonchunhyang University has really managed to bring a great amount of different cultures together in one place and has really found a good way to get everyone involved at the same time. Soonchunhyang University offers a wide range of classes which all play their part in integrating students both in the Korean Society and Culture. Coming to Soonchunhyang University is much more than normal student life. A perfect combination of studies, field trips, exchange meetings with Korean students and the ability to see Korea makes this program a student’s dream come true. Anyone who has the opportunity to come here should most definitely not miss it; it will change your life.

Tornqvist Jim Andreas
(University of Huddersfield, The United Kingdom)

Meet Our Students

要知道很少有关于韩国的初期，当我被提供了一个生活和学习的机会，我抓住了这个机会去体验韩国的真实文化。在Soonchunhyang大学，我形成了许多美好的和可能终身的朋友，我不断地被韩国人民和文化的温暖所震惊。我会向每个人推荐这里。这片土地是美丽的，学校是支持性的。人们是友好的，食物是美味的！感谢这个程序，我现在有新的韩国语言！谢谢韩国！

Jarrod Kaeding
(Victoria University, Australia)

"Korea's diverse culture is an experience of a lifetime."

Fregenet Gebrieal
(Texas A&M University, U.S.A.)

The experience of studying abroad was worth more than I thought. Not only was I able to learn a new language, Korean, but also I got new values through communication with Korean students and other international students everyday. Field trips, sports festivals, as well as living in the dorm were some of the attractive points of SCH. Living in the suites allowed me to communicate with my suitmates until late onto the night. Additionally, because of the good transportation, I was able to visit places such as the great heritage site, Myeongdong, where you can feel the excitement of Korea, and Insadong, where you can experience a communion of modern and ancient culture. Korea is a perfect country in order to experience different cultures. A experience of studying abroad will give you a chance not only to feel a foreign culture but also to think about your own. You can open up a new world through a lot of experiences with people you meet. To came here was a good decision. SCH supports everything for curious students like me. You are the next one. SCH is waiting for your challenge.

Yu Kawasaki
(Ehime University, Japan)

Jarrod Kaeding
(Victoria University, Australia)

"Korea's diverse culture is an experience of a lifetime."
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The experience of studying abroad was worth more than I thought. Not only was I able to learn a new language, Korean, but also I got new values through communication with Korean students and other international students everyday. Field trips, sports festivals, as well as living in the dorm were some of the attractive points of SCH. Living in the suites allowed me to communicate with my suitmates until late onto the night. Additionally, because of the good transportation, I was able to visit places such as the great heritage site, Myeongdong, where you can feel the excitement of Korea, and Insadong, where you can experience a communion of modern and ancient culture. Korea is a perfect country in order to experience different cultures. A experience of studying abroad will give you a chance not only to feel a foreign culture but also to think about your own. You can open up a new world through a lot of experiences with people you meet. To came here was a good decision. SCH supports everything for curious students like me. You are the next one. SCH is waiting for your challenge.

Yu Kawasaki
(Ehime University, Japan)
The Asian Studies program is open to all Soonchunhyang University students. There will be many international students and Korean students alike in your classes.

Who will be in my classes?

The Asian Studies program is open to all Soonchunhyang University students. There will be many international students and Korean students alike in your classes.

How far is it to Seoul?

It has never been easier to get to Seoul. In early 2009 the Seoul subway system extended its line all the way to Soonchunhyang. The time it takes to get to Seoul varies on the method of transportation you choose and also the area in which you plan to visit. Below is a general idea of the times it takes to get to the nearest part of Seoul. Times collaborate with prices. (etc. faster times like the express train costs the most, the subway costs the least.)

- **Bus:** 1 hour 30 minutes
- **Express Train (KTX):** 36 minutes
- **Regular train:** 1 hour 30 minutes
- **Subway:** 1 hour 36 minutes

How far is it to Seoul?

How long can I stay?

International students are accepted into the Asian Studies program one semester at a time for a maximum of three semesters.

Is it safe?

Very safe! Soonchunhyang is located in an extremely safe location with very low crime rates. The city of Asan and Soonchunhyang have a strong relationship and work together to ensure the safety for the general public. Dormitories have security guards working 24 hours a day as well as campus surveillance cameras.

What language are the classes taught in?

All the courses offered are conducted in English with the exception of the Korean language courses which are taught in Korean. A diverse group of students from around the world participating in the same classes create a unique and rewarding learning experience.

What language are the classes taught in?

What language are the classes taught in?

Do I need previous Korean language experience?

No, most students enter our school with absolutely no Korean language ability. For students who have already studied Korean, we have language courses up to level 5 Korean language ability, which is the highest possible Korean language level.

Will my credits transfer?

Yes, credits will transfer, however courses would need to be approved by your school’s advisor to see where those credits would fit for you.

How can I apply?

Students who wish to participate in the Study Abroad Program should first contact the exchange program coordinator at their home universities. The application process is done online. Students should go to our website http://sgee.sch.ac.kr/asia which shows a step by step guide, links to all the needed forms, a link to the online application, and a link to instructions for filling out the online application.

For further questions, please feel free to contact us at astudies@sch.ac.kr
Asian Studies Program and Course Descriptions

Asian Studies Course Requirements
International students are required to take min. 16 credits & max. 19 credits. Most exchange students take five or six courses per semester as follows:

- Cultural Internship: 6 credits
- Korean Speaking: 3 credits
- Korean Writing: 3 credits
- Cultural course: 1 credit
- Elective course (from the list below): 3 credits
- Elective course (from the list below): 3 credits

Total Credits: 19 credits

Special Course

Cultural Internship
ISK S01 : Cultural Internship (6 credits)
This special course is designed to provide practical training for exchange students. The “Global Internship” program of Soonchunhyang University meets once a week, however the majority of the credits are made up from activities outside of the classroom.

Korean Language Classes
International students are offered with Korean Speaking and Korean Writing classes in three different levels: Beginning, Intermediate and Advanced.
In the classes, Students learn practical conversational Korean in Speaking and Writing. Students will be placed based on a placement test during the orientation.

Cultural Courses
ISK S02 : Beginning Korean Dance (1 credit)
This introductory class focuses on traditional dance of Korea. It offers students an opportunity to learn about the artistic and cultural life of the Korean people. Traditionally, music and dance have always been a part of the daily life in Korean culture. Focusing on principles and techniques that provide the foundation for understanding “Korean” aesthetics is a key aspect of the this course. Attention to breathing from the abdomen, fullness of shoulders and balancing of chung-joong-dong amidst motion which is perpetually unmoved in the mind while constantly moving with the world) are all aspects of Korean dance.

ISK S03 : Korean Traditional Percussion (Samulnori 1 credit)
This course is a fun opportunity to learn about one of Korea’s most interesting traditions in music. Each student chooses their own percussion instrument and learns how to work as a team to produce amazing rhythms. At the end of the semester a final presentation of abilities learned through the course will be shown at the closing ceremony.

ISK S04 : Korean Calligraphy (1 credit)
Calligraphy is the artistic form of writing. This course is to provide students with hands on learning of the unique traditional art. Students will learn practice and create their own artistic works through this course.

ISK S05 : Korean Traditional Martial Arts (Taekwondo 1 credit)
This course teaches students the basics of Taekwondo such as blocks, punches, kicks, and forms. This class also shows you a brief history of Taekwondo.

Literature and Culture

ISL 301 : Understanding Korean Literature
This course surveys the trajectory within which Korea’s modern experience has been represented in the literary texts ranging from the first modern novel to those of contemporary writers. The course materials are determined by the availability of the translated versions of modern Korean literature.

ISL 302 : Experiencing Korean Theatre
This course offers a thorough exploration of Korean culture through experiencing contemporary Korean films. Through close watching and detailed discussions of major works in the history of Korean cinema, students will examine how Korean films has represented the uniqueness and universality of the cultural identity and the historical contexts within which the films were produced.

ISL 303 : Understanding Contemporary Korea Film
This course offers a thorough exploration of Korean culture through experiencing contemporary Korean films. Through close watching and detailed discussions of major works in the history of Korean cinema, students will examine how Korean films has represented the uniqueness and universality of the cultural identity and the historical contexts within which the films were produced.

ISL 304 : Intercultural Performance
In this course we will collaborate in the studio on ‘intercultural’ projects. We will deploy our technical resources of music, movement, story, and visual imagery in new and untested ways. We will seek insightful and provocative ways of working with classmates as we collaborate across difference. As we create we work to make a space of safety and trust, of risk taking and imagination. During this process we will also analyze the various aesthetic, cultural, and social implications of our intercultural creations.

ISL 305 : Comparative Family Structure of Korea and America
This course will deal with “family” in broad terms. Some of the questions we will try to answer during the course of study are: Do all societies in the world share the same notion of “family”? Who are included in the “family”? What are the roles required (or desired) of men and women in the “family”? What is a “proper family”? What is a “dysfunctional family”? and other interesting questions you may have.

The objective of this course is to enlighten students about the concept of family and family members in the world and to be appreciative of our own family.

ISL 306 : Korean Culture and Society
This course aims at introducing students to fundamental elements of contemporary Korean culture and society. The challenge is to identify the salient patterns of cultural construction in the major aspects of society. A variety of topics will be covered, including socio-cultural changes on the Korean peninsula, religious traditions in Korea, the changing role of women in society and other socio-cultural transformations. Such a task becomes particularly significant in the study of Korean culture, which, in the span of nearly five millennia, has evolved into a uniquely artistic, politically resilient, and socio-economically dynamic existence in today’s global community. For the promotion of in-depth cross-cultural understanding, the course consists not only of lectures but also student participation in discussions, projects and presentations.

ISL 307 : Nutritious Korean Foods
Nutritional, cultural and scientific aspects of Korean foods and cuisine will be discussed. Facts and fallacies concerning the role that nutrition and proper food selection and preparation play in maintaining good health and preventing disease will be also discussed. Additionally, students will make presentations on their own traditional foods. The course involves several types of activities including field trips and Kimchi preparation.

ISL 308 : Introduction to Documentary Film
The documentary film can be regarded as the first genre of the cinema. This is a course for all students who are seeking an
This course may be an excellent choice for students who want to gain an understanding of different business cultures and global strategies. Students will gain an understanding of the practical aspects of international banking and also to explore the history and future of this evolving field.

By introducing and discussing successful Korean entrepreneurs and their entrepreneurial strategies, students can learn and understand the factors of success or failure in Korean businesses. Students will gain an understanding of different business cultures and global strategies.

ISP 403 : Global Strategies of Korean Businesses

This class is an inter-disciplinary course, related to economics, management, sociology and political sciences. Students are, however, not required to have a previous knowledge of economics or any other subjects. This course may be an excellent choice for students who want to know about South and North Korea and students who are interested in the economic and business development of a country.

ISP 405 : Macroeconomics

Macroeconomics is a branch of economics dealing with the performance, structure, behavior, and decision-making of the entire economy, including the economy at a national, regional, and global level. Students will study models and theories of economic growth and management, learn the differences between large and small-scale economic management; and study such factors as national income and employment and how these factors affect a national economy. This course will examine economies on the global scale, including east-west economic integration and expansion in our increasingly global economy.

ISP 406 : Introduction to International Banking

International banking refers to the activities of providing financial services (banking) to clients (both institutional and individual) located in many different countries. This encompasses a wide range of activities, including transactions with foreigners and domestic residents relating to deposits and lending in domestic and foreign currencies, facilitating foreign currency transactions and foreign exchange risk hedging, participating in international loan syndications, and facilitating international trade finance for clients. Students will have an opportunity to study the theories and the practical aspects of international banking and also to explore the history and future of this evolving field.

ISP 407 : Korean Culture and Business Management

Korea differs in many ways from the West, not the least of which is in business. In this course students will examine the cultural differences between Korea and the rest of the world and how these differences translate into and affect the Korean business environment. Students will also gain an understanding of how Korean culture plays a crucial role in the Korean business environment and how the evolving Korean and global business world is affecting Korean culture.

ISP 408 : Global Marketing

Our growing global economy requires new ways of selling both services and products to new and exploding markets. Global Marketing will explore these new theories of marketing, including the specific challenges and rewards for taking advantage of fresh markets and new demographics. Students will learn about the challenges of breaking into a new market, how to build local confidence in themselves and their company/product, and the utilization of local advertising. This course will also explore the history of marketing globalization and the trends that we are seeing now as we move into a more global future.

This course is designed to introduce students with general understanding of the international trade barriers, practices, and systems required to carry out business transactions in the global market. The course covers fundamental issues in business and trade as well as other related areas. Understanding the international trade environment will be the underlying focus of the course.

ISP 402 : International Business Environment

The objectives of this course is to introduce key concepts and issues related to current global trends that affect international business environment on a practical level; to provide an insight into the management of global businesses on a practical level; and to equip students with knowledge and skills required to fully understand and analyse recent global changes and its implications for international businesses.

ISP 403 : Global Strategies of Korean Businesses

This course is designed to equip students with general understanding of the international trade barriers, practices, and systems required to carry out business transactions in the global market. The course covers fundamental issues in business and trade as well as other related areas. Understanding the international trade environment will be the underlying focus of the course.

ISP 404 : Korean Business and Economy

This is a required course for all international students and provides an understanding of the Korean economy and its role in the global economy. The course covers the economic development of Korea, including its rapid growth and its position in the global economy. Students will study models and theories of economic growth and management, learn the differences between large and small-scale economic management; and study such factors as national income and employment and how these factors affect a national economy. This course will examine economies on the global scale, including east-west economic integration and expansion in our increasingly global economy.

ISP 405 : Macroeconomics

Macroeconomics is a branch of economics dealing with the performance, structure, behavior, and decision-making of the entire economy, including the economy at a national, regional, and global level. Students will study models and theories of economic growth and management, learn the differences between large and small-scale economic management; and study such factors as national income and employment and how these factors affect a national economy. This course will examine economies on the global scale, including east-west economic integration and expansion in our increasingly global economy.

ISP 406 : Introduction to International Banking

International banking refers to the activities of providing financial services (banking) to clients (both institutional and individual) located in many different countries. This encompasses a wide range of activities, including transactions with foreigners and domestic residents relating to deposits and lending in domestic and foreign currencies, facilitating foreign currency transactions and foreign exchange risk hedging, participating in international loan syndications, and facilitating international trade finance for clients. Students will have an opportunity to study the theories and the practical aspects of international banking and also to explore the history and future of this evolving field.

ISP 407 : Korean Culture and Business Management

Korea offers many ways from the West, not the least of which is in business. In this course students will examine the cultural differences between Korea and the rest of the world and how these differences translate into and affect the Korean business environment. Students will also gain an understanding of how Korean culture plays a crucial role in the Korean business environment and how the evolving Korean and global business world is affecting Korean culture.

ISP 408 : Global Marketing

Our growing global economy requires new ways of selling both services and products to new and exploding markets. Global Marketing will explore these new theories of marketing, including the specific challenges and rewards for taking advantage of fresh markets and new demographics. Students will learn about the challenges of breaking into a new market, how to build local confidence in themselves and their company/product, and the utilization of local advertising. This course will also explore the history of marketing globalization and the trends that we are seeing now as we move into a more global future.

This course is designed to introduce students with general understanding of the international trade barriers, practices, and systems required to carry out business transactions in the global market. The course covers fundamental issues in business and trade as well as other related areas. Understanding the international trade environment will be the underlying focus of the course.

ISP 402 : International Business Environment

The objectives of this course is to introduce key concepts and issues related to current global trends that affect international business environment on a practical level; to provide an insight into the management of global businesses on a practical level; and to equip students with knowledge and skills required to fully understand and analyse recent global changes and its implications for international businesses.

ISP 403 : Global Strategies of Korean Businesses

This course is designed to equip students with general understanding of the international trade barriers, practices, and systems required to carry out business transactions in the global market. The course covers fundamental issues in business and trade as well as other related areas. Understanding the international trade environment will be the underlying focus of the course.

ISP 404 : Korean Business and Economy

This course is designed to introduce students with general understanding of the international trade barriers, practices, and systems required to carry out business transactions in the global market. The course covers fundamental issues in business and trade as well as other related areas. Understanding the international trade environment will be the underlying focus of the course.

ISP 405 : Macroeconomics

Macroeconomics is a branch of economics dealing with the performance, structure, behavior, and decision-making of the entire economy, including the economy at a national, regional, and global level. Students will study models and theories of economic growth and management, learn the differences between large and small-scale economic management; and study such factors as national income and employment and how these factors affect a national economy. This course will examine economies on the global scale, including east-west economic integration and expansion in our increasingly global economy.

ISP 406 : Introduction to International Banking

International banking refers to the activities of providing financial services (banking) to clients (both institutional and individual) located in many different countries. This encompasses a wide range of activities, including transactions with foreigners and domestic residents relating to deposits and lending in domestic and foreign currencies, facilitating foreign currency transactions and foreign exchange risk hedging, participating in international loan syndications, and facilitating international trade finance for clients. Students will have an opportunity to study the theories and the practical aspects of international banking and also to explore the history and future of this evolving field.

ISP 407 : Korean Culture and Business Management

Korea offers many ways from the West, not the least of which is in business. In this course students will examine the cultural differences between Korea and the rest of the world and how these differences translate into and affect the Korean business environment. Students will also gain an understanding of how Korean culture plays a crucial role in the Korean business environment and how the evolving Korean and global business world is affecting Korean culture.

ISP 408 : Global Marketing

Our growing global economy requires new ways of selling both services and products to new and exploding markets. Global Marketing will explore these new theories of marketing, including the specific challenges and rewards for taking advantage of fresh markets and new demographics. Students will learn about the challenges of breaking into a new market, how to build local confidence in themselves and their company/product, and the utilization of local advertising. This course will also explore the history of marketing globalization and the trends that we are seeing now as we move into a more global future.
ISS 302: A History of Two Korea
This course deals with political history in Korean peninsula, focusing mainly on the division of the north and the south. The objective of this course is to understand how Koreans got to the national division and how they cope with the political problems caused by colonialism and ideological conflict. This course will give students opportunities to figure out the future direction of the Korean peninsula by understanding what has taken place in the Korean peninsula in the last 100 years.

ISS 303: Modern History of Korea
The aim of this course is to introduce the social and cultural characteristics of Korea to the foreign students to understand Korea better while Korean students learn how to express her/his cultural heritage in English.

ISS 304: Korean Entertainment
Influenced by a history filled with tradition, intrigue, and conflict, Korean entertainment is unique in the world. In this course, students will explore the types of entertainment in Korea, its origins and history, and its continuing influence in an increasingly global climate. Students will also learn how Korean entertainment has evolved uniquely despite its proximity to the rest of Asia, and how it continues to evolve on the world stage.

Education

ISE 301: Introduction to TESOL
The drive and passion to teach is one of the most noble pursuits one can choose to engage in, and no subject is more so than that of communication. Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) is a course designed to teach and train students who seek to pursue a career in teaching the English language to students of non-native English speaking countries. Students will explore proper English reading, writing, and speaking skills, teaching methodology (i.e., lesson planning, learning activities, etc.), and the special challenges that a foreigner faces when teaching English to non-native speakers in a foreign country.

ISE 302: Understanding Korean Education
Korea is a nation that takes education very seriously. Constant testing and a competitive educational environment lead many on the outside to believe that that system is overly difficult and categorically dysfunctional. There is method to the perceived madness, however, and students seeking to understand the Korean educational system will benefit greatly from this course. Students will explore the stages of education in Korea, the national standardized testing, and the pressures associated with succeeding in secondary and post-secondary education in Korea. Students will also learn about the social pressures involved in Korean education and how these pressures are often used as the fuel needed for students to succeed not only in school, but in their careers as well.

ISE 303: Teaching Methodology
The desire to teach is both noble and honorable. But not anyone can simply pick up a subject and begin teaching it. This course will explore the methodology of teaching: those skills essential to becoming an effective teacher. Good communication and organizational skills will be explored, as well as the practical sides of teaching: lesson planning, learning activities, and applied learning techniques. Students will be invited to prepare and teach short lessons on materials both familiar and unfamiliar, and will be critiqued by their instructor and peers as they grow more confident in their skills and prepare to enter a career in education.

Medical Science

ISM 301: Women's Health
This course applies feminism to women's health and social problems, and focuses on the common problems of women's rights, and sex education through the human life span.

ISM 302: Comparison of World Health systems
Across the world how we manage health is as different as our cultures. This course will introduce students to a variety of health systems from all over the world, ranging from privatized to socialized medicine and all things between. In addition, students will be exposed to alternate and unique healthcare systems, their strengths and weaknesses, as well as the environments in which these unique systems thrive. Students will gain a greater global perspective on the subject of healthcare and a new appreciation for this necessary field of business.

ISM 303: Current Topics in Biotechnology
This course focuses on selected topics and current developments in Biotechnology. Among the many rapidly advancing fields of scientific research, biotechnology finds itself consistently at the forefront. This course will explore current advances in biotechnology, as well as the many debates surrounding controversial research. Genetics, pharmaceutical advancement, breeding programs and hybridization, and medical research in cloning are just a few of the possibilities that may be explored in this often controversial, but exciting and necessary delete course of applied biology. Students may have the opportunity to explore the more practical sides of these topics in a laboratory environment as well.
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